Many applications in Digital Humanities (DH) rely on annotations of the raw material. These annotations (inferred automatically or done manually) assume that labelled facts are either true or false, thus all inferences started on such annotations us boolean logic. This contradicts hermeneutic principles used by humanites in which most part of the knowledge has a degree of truth which varies depending on the experience and the world knowledge of the interpreter. In this paper we will show how uncertainty and vagueness, two main features of any historical text can be encoded in annotations and thus be considered by DH applications.
Introductions
Most Digital Humanities projects tend to collect data as facts in a (relational) data base. According to Wilhelm Dilthey humanities make use of a hermeneutic paradigm for establishing hypotheses. Accordingly, social data often consist either of texts mirroring attitudes, allegations, beliefs, etc., or are reactions of test subjects to verbal stimuli. Such material cannot reasonably be treated as facts like numbers or positive propositions. On the other hand, analysing only formal features in the material does rarely contribute to the hermeneutic aims of the investigation intended by a humanist researcher. In this paper we show by means of a particular historical corpus how vagueness and uncertain language features can be kept in annotations and used in reasoning engines.
Case study: The corpus of historical texts wriiten by Dimitrie Cantemir
Dimitrie Cantemir (1673 Cantemir ( -1623 (Lemny 2010) , as there was practically no consistent previous work about the region, Cantemir himself was not particularly careful with indicating sources of knowledge. The work is accompanied by a map, the first detailed cartography of the region. The names on the map are in Romanian language. The Latin original was translated for the first time in German, and only later at the middle of the XIXth century in Romanian. The Latin manuscript seemed to be lost for a long time, so that the first Romanian translation was following the German one. The German translation is containing editorial notes of the translator (Cantemir 1771 ).The first parallel Latin-Romanian Edition considering all available manuscripts was publisher recently (Costa 2015) .
Historia incrementorum atque decrementorum Aulae Othomanicae, the history of the Ottoman Empire. In contrast with the previous work about Moldavia, here Cantemir indicates very carefully the sources of information. (Lemny 2010) supposes the existence of previous works, known in the western countries, behind this decision. This work was written also at the request of the Academy in Berlin. Cantemir follows the same principle: text in Latin, while the troponins and local denominations are written this time in Ottoman Turkish. Although there were already some previous works about the Ottoman Empire, the novelty of his approach is the quotation of Turkish sources. The reliability of these sources is untrusted sometimes by Cantemir himself. The manuscript reaches the western world after Cantemir's death, carried by his son to London.
Here, a first translation in English is produced:
The history of Raise and Decay of the Ottoman Empire. The translator reinterprets the texts, probably also being confused by the presence of Turkish information sources, which were perceived in that time as completely unreliable. The Latin original remains lost for centuries and is rediscovered only at the end of the XXth century in the USA. Thus, the German translation (Cantemir 1745 ) is based on the English one and inherits the same alterations, and presumably adds new ones. The Romanian translations use in contrast the Latin original. The last translation (Costa 2015) will be used in this proposal. Until now there is no systematic study on the reliability of the text sources in Cantemir's works, nor the degree of alterations produced by the translations of the two works. Given the fact that both works became standard reference for western authors until the middle of XIXth century, it is expected that their reception influenced also following historical material. (Nicolae 2004) . The German translation imports original Romanian names for troponins, persons or professions, and tries to adapt it to the German Phonetics which increases once more the variants for one single name. Given the:
• Geographic distribution of material (originals in libraries in USA and Russia; translations and copies across Europe; most part of the quoted sources in Turkey),
• The multilingual character of the materials to be investigated (Latin, German, Romanian, English, Turkish at least) and
• The volume of data which has to be processed in parallel no study about the reliability and consistency of the original and the translations could be performed until now.
In the HerCoRe project we propose the mix hermeneutic and IT-methods in order to:
• compare the copy of the original (Latin) and the English and German translations 3 • identify translations mistakes or gaps (done by purpose or not);
• search after the quoted works and identification of related ottoman sources;
• analyse Cantemir's writing and discourse style;
• asses the importance of the work in the ottoman studies and compare them with other works contemporary with Cantemir or follow-up research about the ottomans;
• develop electronic resourced which may be of use for follow-up works about the ottoman empire and the history of Balkans.
For these purposes we combine methods from natural language processing, ontology reasoning and fuzzy modelling which we describe in the following sections
Annotation of Vagueness
For the particular corpus presented in section 1.1 we decided to represent vagueness and other types of uncertainty at least five levels (Vertan et al 2017) 1. the text uncertainty (uncertain readings, losses, translations, multilinguality, etc.), 2. the linguistic vagueness (metonymies, vague adjectives, comparatives, nonintersectives, hedges, homonyms,), 3. the author reliability (genres, time style, general recognition), 4. the factual uncertainty (range expressions, time expressions, geo relations), and 5. historical change (named entities, abbreviations, meaning changes).
In a first phase we collect for each of the processed languages (German, Romanian and Latin) explicit lexical vagueness markers like words or expressions such as: • Vague quanitfiers, e.g.: some, most of, a few, about, etc.
• Modal adverbs, e.g.: probably, possibly, etc.
• Verbs e.g.: to believe, think, prefer, etc.
• Lexical quotation markers, e.g. introduced by quotation marks or verbs with explicit meaning (say, write, mention)
• Inexact measures and cardinals
• Complex quantifiers
• Non-intersective adjectives
• Implicit syntactic clues: mainly verb moods such as conditional-optative for Romanian, conjunctive mood or imperfect/pluperfect for Latin, all of them indicating a nonreality (doubt, hear-say, possibility, etc.)
To annotate vague expressions like the ones above, the first step is to (semi-automatically) identify them. Identifying the three distinct categories of expressions that induce vagueness (explicit-lexical, implicit-syntactic and pragmatic) requires different strategies.
To automatically identify (mark up in text) the explicit lexical-semantic clues, our strategy is the following: one manually create a list of words and expressions that are possible indicators of vagueness for the three languages (Latin, Romanian and German), from selected parts of texts. After the pre-processing step (chunking, lemmatizing, PoS tagging, NP-chunking), based on the previously created list, one automatically finds and marks all the (inflected forms of) explicit vagueness terms. Finally, one manually checks the marking for a short part of text for evaluation, followed by feedback and slight improvement.
The automatic identification of syntactic clues is a much more difficult/complex task. There is an inherent ambiguity in the text between vagueness and plain quotation (often intentionally created by the author) that is difficult to decide upon even for a human annotator, and thus impossible for the machine. A possible strategy to be investigated is: to use machine learning techniques (may be the power of deep learning) on a training set of positive examples obtained from explicit clues and negative examples of certain text. Uncertainty is especially given by named entities like persons and places, especially when they differ in transliteration, spelling within the text or across similar historical sources. Thus the annotation of named entities is of central role. However, the unclear person, time, place identification is even more difficult to automatize or at least assist by computer techniques, being more 4 of a matter of hermeneutical research for humanists and historians. The annotated entities are modelled as individuals within a knowledge-base which we will describe in the following section.
Fuzzy ontological knowledge base
The knowledge base of the system is ensured by a manual developed ontology written in OWL 2 (Bobillo et al 2010) ), modelling the administrative, religious, military and conceptual world of the Ottoman Empire and the Moldavia and Wallachia Principalities. The ontology is built according to the current generally accepted sate-of the art concerning the history of this territories. In this section we will detail on three main features of the ontology The modelling of time: As for may events and biographical data only uncertain dates are available we decided to represent a year not as a string , reflected then in other concepts as a Datatype Property but as an object (thus a concept into the ontology). Each concrete year is thus an instantiation of this concept. For a "Year"-concept we specify the • exactValue a string
• aroundValue, beforeValue, afterValue, defined as fuzzyDatatypes
• shortBefore, shortAfter values defined as a combination between a modifier and a fuzzy datatype
The modelling of geographical regions: there are a number of geographical places for which the concrete placement is still not clear. For this we define a concept GeographicalVagueZone having as properties fuzzy datatype neighbor-hoodOf
The modelling of historical political entities:
We distinguish between fixed concepts and relations (like geographical elements: river, mountain, island) and notions for which several "contexts can be defined. E.g. a geographical notion like "Danube" is within one historical context a border of the administrative notion "Ottoman empire", and in another one the border to the so called administrative notion "Roman empire". The historical contexts are specified by further objects con-taining fuzzy data properties (e.g. time, placement).
Conclusions and further work
Annotation and interpretation of vagueness is a central issue in digital processing of historical texts. However, this issue was completely neglected until now, and has as consequence often distorted interpretation of digitized historical texts. In this article we presented the current state of the art on vagueness annotation and introduce the first approached for considering vague expressions as part of the annotation process. We describe also the introduction of fuzzy properties into the ontological knowledge base as main backbone for interpretation of vague and uncertain facts Further work concerns the completion of the ontology, the linkage between the ontology and the corpus and the adaptation of a fuzzy reasoner (as in Bobillo et al 2013) dealing with the different types of annotations
